
 

 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF WISCONSIN 

SAYBROOK TAX EXEMPT INVESTORS, 
LLC and LDF ACQUISITION, LLC, 

Plaintiffs, 

v. 

LAKE OF THE TORCHES ECONOMIC 
DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, et al., 

Defendants. 

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

 

No. 12-cv-255-wmc 

Judge William M. Conley  

Magistrate Judge Stephen L. 
Crocker 

SAYBROOK’S RESPONSE TO EDC’S MOTION TO LIFT THE STAY OF 
PROCEEDINGS AND ORDER COSTS PURSUANT TO RULE 41(D) 

Avoiding any mention of its refusal and failure to repay $50 million that it borrowed 

from Plaintiffs, EDC makes the breathtaking argument—an argument already rejected by another 

judge of this Court—that it has been injured by the procedural events leading up to this lawsuit.  

EDC’s latest iteration is a motion asking this Court to “lift the stay of proceedings” entered on 

May 11, 2012 “to allow the EDC to file its motion for costs and fees under Federal Rule of Civil 

Procedure 41(d).”  (EDC Mem. at 11.)1 

The motion fails for several reasons, among them the fact that Rule 41(d) applies only 

when “a plaintiff who previously dismissed an action . . . files an action based on or including 

the same claim against the same defendant.”  Fed. R. Civ. P. 41(d) (emphasis added).  The 

plaintiffs in this case, Saybrook Tax Exempt Investors, LLC and LDF Acquisition, LLC 

(together “Saybrook”), never became plaintiffs in the now-dismissed lawsuit between Wells 

Fargo and EDC.  Wells Fargo Bank, Nat’l Ass’n v. Lake of the Torches Econ. Dev. Corp., 09-cv-

                                                 
1  EDC’s request that the Court lift the “stay” is puzzling, given that the Court’s May 11, 2012 
Order merely stayed briefing on Stifel’s Rule 12(b)(6) motion to dismiss.  (Dkt. ## 28, 29.)  
Nevertheless, because EDC has styled its motion as a “motion to lift the stay of proceedings and 
order costs,” (Dkt # 43 at 1 (emphasis added)), Saybrook hereby responds to the substance of the 
motion. 
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768 (filed Dec. 21, 2009) (the “Wells Fargo Action”).  EDC’s argument flies in the face of prior 

assertions it successfully made in the Wells Fargo Action.  In particular, EDC took the following 

positions before Judge Randa: 

 “Wells Fargo is the only proper plaintiff before the Court.”  (Wells Fargo Action, 
ECF No. 102 at 39.) 
 

 “Wells [Fargo] did not ask—and this Court did not authorize it—to add new 
parties to the Complaint.  Without leave of court, its attempted additions have no 
effect, and the only Plaintiff before the Court is Wells Fargo.”  (Id. at 41 
(emphasis added).) 
 

 “The parties to this case are [EDC] and Wells Fargo.  Thus, the Court need not be 
sidetracked by Wells Fargo’s subject-matter jurisdiction arguments and should 
proceed with this case and decide whether a valid waiver of sovereign immunity 
exists.”  (Wells Fargo Action, ECF No. 117 at 1-2 (emphasis added).) 
 

 “This case as currently postured has only Wells Fargo on one side of the ‘v.’ and 
only [EDC] on the other.”  (Id. at 3 (emphasis added).) 
 

EDC prevailed on these arguments when it thwarted Saybrook’s effort to join the Wells Fargo 

Action.  Thus, the doctrine of judicial estoppel bars EDC’s improper effort to now identify 

Saybrook as a “plaintiff” in that case. 

EDC’s selective recitation of the procedural history also ignores facts plainly 

demonstrating that Saybrook did not act vexatiously or in bad faith, a point recently confirmed 

by Judge Randa in his Decision and Order denying EDC’s motion for contempt and sanctions in 

the Wells Fargo Action.  (See Ex. A (the “Sanctions Denial Order”).)  The doctrine of collateral 

estoppel precludes EDC’s effort to win costs and fees from this Court on the basis of an 

argument that Judge Randa already properly rejected.  Because the facts conclusively 

demonstrate that Saybrook acted in good faith, an award of fees and costs is also unwarranted 

under this Court’s inherent powers. 

I. PROCEDURAL HISTORY 

The first twelve pages of EDC’s brief set forth a false, incomplete, and misleading 
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account of the Wells Fargo Action.  In particular, EDC again conflates the actions of Wells 

Fargo (the former trustee under the Trust Indenture and plaintiff in the Wells Fargo Action) and 

Saybrook (the non-party investor that paid $50 million in return for EDC’s Bonds and was not 

permitted to join the Wells Fargo Action).  EDC now contends that Saybrook was a party to that 

lawsuit—a position that directly contradicts EDC’s prior assertions to Judge Randa.  Ironically, 

Judge Randa’s agreement with those earlier assertions by EDC is the very reason that Saybrook 

was forced to bring a separate lawsuit.  To correct the record, Saybrook again sets out the 

procedural history that led to this lawsuit. 

A. Wells Fargo First Attempted to Enforce the Trust Indenture, Which Was 
Subsequently Declared Void 

In late 2009, following EDC’s breach of the terms of a Trust Indenture, Wells Fargo as 

express trustee sued EDC to enforce the terms of the Trust Indenture and sought the appointment 

of a receiver.  (Wells Fargo Action, ECF No. 1 (Complaint) and ECF No. 4 (Motion for 

Receiver).)  Saybrook, which was not a party to the Trust Indenture, was not a plaintiff in this 

initial action filed by Wells Fargo. 

Wells Fargo invoked diversity of citizenship as the basis for subject-matter jurisdiction 

over the initial Complaint, using its own status as a citizen of Minnesota and South Dakota to 

establish diversity.  (Wells Fargo Action, ECF No. 1 ¶ 3 (Complaint).)  EDC opposed Wells 

Fargo’s motion for the appointment of a receiver on several grounds, including that the Trust 

Indenture and EDC’s waiver of sovereign immunity therein were void and unenforceable under 

the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act (“IGRA”).  (Wells Fargo Action, ECF No. 12, at 3-7 

(Response in Opposition to Wells Fargo’s Motion for Appointment of Receiver).) 

On January 11, 2010, the U.S. District Court (acting through Judge Randa) dismissed 

Wells Fargo’s complaint on its own motion on the ground that the Trust Indenture was an 

unapproved management contract that was void under IGRA.  Wells Fargo Bank, N.A. v. Lake of 
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the Torches Econ. Dev. Corp., 677 F. Supp. 2d 1056, 1060-61 (W.D. Wis. 2010).  Wells Fargo—

then represented by other counsel—moved to vacate and sought leave to file an amended 

complaint asserting legal and equitable claims based on the other transactional documents, 

including the Bonds.  (Wells Fargo Action, ECF Nos. 49, 50.)  The court denied both motions.  

Wells Fargo Bank, N.A. v. Lake of the Torches Econ. Dev. Corp., No. 09-cv-768, 2010 WL 

1687877, at *2-7 (W.D. Wis. Apr. 23, 2010).  Wells Fargo appealed. 

B. Wells Fargo Attempted to Cure A Defect in Standing and Identified A 
Potential Jurisdictional Defect Caused by the Seventh Circuit’s Decision 

On September 6, 2011, the Seventh Circuit affirmed the district court’s decision in part, 

reversed in part, and remanded.  Wells Fargo Bank, N.A. v. Lake of the Torches Econ. Dev. 

Corp., 658 F.3d 684 (7th Cir. 2011).  The Seventh Circuit affirmed the invalidity of the Trust 

Indenture, but remanded to permit the filing of “an amended complaint insofar as it states claims 

for legal and equitable relief in connection with the bond transaction.”  Id. at 702.  After 

retaining new counsel, Wells Fargo did so on December 23, 2011.  (Wells Fargo Action, ECF 

No. 88.) 

The Seventh Circuit’s decision had two key consequences on remand, both stemming 

from the voiding of the Trust Indenture. 

First, as noted by the Seventh Circuit, the voiding of the Trust Indenture extinguished 

Wells Fargo’s standing as an express trustee to assert claims on Saybrook’s behalf.  See Wells 

Fargo, 658 F.3d at 701 (raising the question of Wells Fargo’s continued standing going 

forward).  To satisfy the prudential standing requirement embodied in Federal Rule of Civil 

Procedure 17(a)(1) that “[a]n action must be prosecuted in the name of the real party in interest,” 

Wells Fargo’s First Amended Complaint attempted to join the bondholder, Saybrook, as 

plaintiff.  In response, EDC repeatedly argued that Saybrook was not a party to the case.  (See, 

e.g., Wells Fargo Action, ECF No. 102 at 39 (“Wells Fargo is the only proper plaintiff before the 
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Court”); ECF No. 117 at 1 (“Wells Fargo has not properly added any party to this case”).) 

Second, because the decision called for the filing of an amended complaint asserting 

claims not based on the Trust Indenture, it required a reassessment of jurisdiction upon remand.  

“[W]hen a plaintiff files a complaint in federal court and then voluntarily amends the complaint, 

courts look to the amended complaint to determine jurisdiction.”  Rockwell Int’l Corp. v. United 

States, 549 U.S. 457, 473-74 (2007) (emphasis added). 

With the Trust Indenture held void, Wells Fargo was no longer the “real party to the 

controversy” for purposes of calculating diversity for claims based on the Bonds.  Instead, under 

Supreme Court and Seventh Circuit precedent, diversity had to be recalculated based on the 

citizenship of Saybrook, the bondholder who was injured by EDC’s breach of the Bonds—

regardless of whether Saybrook was joined as a party.  See, e.g., Navarro Sav. Ass’n v. Lee, 446 

U.S. 458, 461 (1980) (“[A] federal court must disregard nominal or formal parties and rest 

jurisdiction only upon the citizenship of real parties to the controversy”); id. at 462 n.9 (noting 

the “rough symmetry” between the real-party-in-interest rule and the real-party-to-the-

controversy standard); Nat’l Ass’n of Realtors v. Nat’l Real Estate Ass’n, Inc., 894 F.2d 937, 940 

(7th Cir. 1990) (where non-party members of plaintiff association “received the blow” alleged in 

association’s complaint, members were real parties for purposes of calculating diversity).  To 

address this change, the First Amended Complaint noted the absence of diversity (because both 

Saybrook and EDC are Wisconsin citizens) and instead invoked federal-question jurisdiction 

under 28 U.S.C. § 1331.  (Wells Fargo Action, ECF No. 88 ¶ 6.) 

In subsequent court-ordered briefing on the issues of subject-matter jurisdiction, standing, 

and sovereign immunity, Wells Fargo cited cases holding that federal-question jurisdiction 

extends to state-law claims implicating IGRA.  (See, e.g., Wells Fargo Action, ECF No. 103 at 

13-17.)  However, Wells Fargo also formed the belief that these cases conflict with the well-
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pleaded complaint rule, and thus appear to have been wrongly-decided.  Wells Fargo’s briefs 

candidly analyzed and explained the relevant law, consonant with its attorneys’ ethical duty to 

identify potential defects in jurisdiction.  (See Wells Fargo Action, ECF Nos. 103, 118); see, e.g., 

Richmond v. Chater, 94 F.3d 263, 267 (7th Cir. 1996) (“suppress[ing] . . . doubts about the 

court’s jurisdiction” is a violation of lawyers’ ethical duties). 

C. The District Court Barred Saybrook from Joining the Wells Fargo Action, 
Thus Necessitating the Filing of this Lawsuit 

EDC asserts that Wells Fargo and Saybrook tactically dismissed the Wells Fargo Action 

before filing this lawsuit to avoid a decision on the merits.  (EDC Mem. at 10, 13.)  In fact, Judge 

Randa accepted EDC’s misjoinder arguments and denied Saybrook the opportunity to assert 

claims against EDC.  This necessitated Wells Fargo’s voluntary dismissal and Saybrook’s filing 

of this separate action. 

On March 30, 2012, Judge Randa entered an order striking the First Amended Complaint 

and ordering Wells Fargo to file a complaint “brought by Wells Fargo (only) and against [EDC] 

(only).”  (Wells Fargo Action, ECF No. 120 at 3-4 (the “Show Cause Order”).)  The Show Cause 

Order made clear that Saybrook had not been permitted to join the Wells Fargo Action.  (Id. at 2 

(“Wells Fargo filed amended pleadings that attempt[ed] to add multiple parties to the case.”) 

(emphasis added).) 

In light of the Seventh Circuit’s decision, however, it was clear that Wells Fargo lacked 

standing to assert on its own behalf the Bond-based claims against EDC.  Recognizing that a 

party may be sanctioned for bringing suit knowing that it lacks standing, Wells Fargo decided 

not to risk doing so by filing a solo complaint in violation of Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 17.  

See Fin. Inv. Co. (Bermuda) Ltd. v. Geberit AG, 165 F.3d 526, 533 (7th Cir. 1998) (sanctions 

appropriate where attorney knew that “none of the plaintiffs had a colorable claim to standing”).  

Instead, on April 9, 2012, Wells Fargo voluntarily dismissed its lawsuit against EDC, as it was 
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entitled to do under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 41(a)(1)(A)(i).2  (See Wells Fargo Action, 

ECF No. 123.)  That same day, Saybrook filed the present action to vindicate its rights as the 

holder of the Bonds issued and repudiated by EDC. 

D. Judge Randa Denied EDC’s Motion for Contempt and Sanctions, Holding 
that Wells Fargo Did Not Act in Bad Faith 

On May 21, 2012, EDC filed a Motion for Contempt and Sanctions in the Wells Fargo 

Action.  That motion sought, among other things, the exact same relief EDC seeks in the present 

motion:  an order holding Saybrook liable “for the full amount of attorneys’ fees, costs, and 

expenses incurred in defending [the Wells Fargo Action] from the date of its filing to the 

present.”  (Wells Fargo Action, ECF No. 125 at 2.)  EDC accused Wells Fargo and Saybrook of 

engaging in a broad range of purportedly sanctionable conduct, including (1) attempting to join 

Saybrook as a plaintiff in the Wells Fargo Action and (2) dismissing that lawsuit in response to 

the Show Cause Order.  (See id. at 6-18.)  Wells Fargo responded by correcting EDC’s 

misleading procedural history and explaining its actions in detail.  (See generally Wells Fargo 

Action, ECF No. 126.) 

On June 28, 2012, Judge Randa denied EDC’s motion for contempt and sanctions in its 

entirety.  (See generally Ex. A.)  Reasoning that “[t]he Seventh Circuit’s decision does not 

necessarily preclude the joinder of the bondholders, even if such joinder could destroy subject 

matter jurisdiction,” Judge Randa concluded that, “[a]t minimum,” Wells Fargo’s attempt to join 

Saybrook “was not sanctionable conduct.”  (Id. at 2.)  Judge Randa also rejected EDC’s 

argument that Wells Fargo’s voluntary dismissal was improper and directed the clerk to enter the 

                                                 
2 Out of an abundance of caution and because it had done so in its First Amended Complaint, 
Wells Fargo drafted its Notice of Dismissal with a case caption that included Saybrook.  
Nevertheless, Saybrook was not a party because Judge Randa had stricken the First Amended 
Complaint, never granted Saybrook leave to join, and never directed the clerk of court to amend 
the official case caption to include Saybrook.  (See infra at 8-9.) 
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dismissal on the docket.  (Id. at 3.) 

II. ARGUMENT 

EDC contends that it is entitled to an award of costs under Rule 41(d) due to Saybrook’s 

purported “dismissal of the [Wells Fargo Action] and [its] immediate re-filing of the identical 

claims against the EDC here.”  (EDC Mem. at 3.)  This argument fails for two principal reasons. 

First, by its terms, Rule 41(d) only permits an award of costs against “a plaintiff who 

previously dismissed an action in any court.”  Fed. R. Civ. P. 41(d) (emphasis added).  As EDC 

successfully argued during the Wells Fargo Action and Judge Randa’s recent order makes plain, 

Saybrook never became a plaintiff in that case. 

Second, even if Rule 41(d) applied here, its application does not justify an award of 

costs—let alone attorney or expert fees—because (1) “costs” under Rule 41(d) do not include 

attorney or expert fees, (2) Judge Randa has already determined that Saybrook’s conduct did not 

amount to bad faith, and (3) all of EDC’s work in the Wells Fargo Action is of continuing 

usefulness to EDC. 

A. Rule 41(d) Is Inapplicable Because Saybrook Was Never a Plaintiff in the 
Wells Fargo Action and EDC is Estopped from Arguing Otherwise. 

Rule 41(d) provides that “[i]f a plaintiff who previously dismissed an action in any court 

files an action based on or including the same claim against the same defendant, the court (1) 

may order the plaintiff to pay all or part of the costs of that previous action; and (2) may stay the 

proceedings until the plaintiff has complied.”  Fed. R. Civ. P. 41(d) (emphasis added). 

EDC’s motion for Rule 41(d) costs fails for the simple reason that Saybrook never 

became a plaintiff in the Wells Fargo Action.  To the contrary, Saybrook’s efforts to join the 

case were opposed by EDC and denied by Judge Randa when he refused to grant Wells Fargo 

leave to add Saybrook and instead issued the Show Cause Order.  As a result, the docket in the 
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Wells Fargo Action has never listed the Saybrook entities as plaintiffs.  Indeed, the case caption 

contained in Judge Randa’s Sanctions Denial Order reflects and reaffirms that Wells Fargo was 

the only plaintiff in that now-terminated lawsuit.  (See Ex. A at 1.) 

Judges, not parties, control the case caption.  See, e.g., Scheinman v. Martin’s Bulk Milk 

Serv., Inc., No 09 C 5340, 2011 WL 1399260, at *1 n.1 (N.D. Ill. Apr. 12, 2011) (directing the 

clerk to amend the case caption); Seabolt v. Champagne, No. 05-C-1240, 2007 WL 2220206, at 

*4 (E.D. Wis. July 31, 2007) (same); Gomez v. Berge, No. 03-C-290-C, 2003 WL 23218396, at 

*2 (W.D. Wis. July 3, 2003) (“[P]etitioner asks what he needs to do to amend the case caption to 

properly reflect that Warden Berge is the respondent in the action. Petitioner does not need to do 

anything. The court has already amended the caption.”).  Although Saybrook believed that it was 

entitled to join the Wells Fargo Action, it simply was not permitted to do so. 

Moreover, EDC repeatedly took the position that Saybrook was not a proper plaintiff in 

the Wells Fargo Action.  (See, e.g., Wells Fargo Action, ECF No. 102 at 39 (“Wells Fargo is the 

only proper plaintiff before the Court.”).)  Incredibly, EDC now seeks Rule 41(d) costs based on 

the theory that Saybrook actually was a plaintiff in the prior case.  (EDC Mem. at 11 (arguing 

that the Saybrook entities “are plaintiffs in both cases”).)  The doctrine of judicial estoppel bars a 

party from prevailing on such an opportunistic ploy. 

Judicial estoppel “aims to prevent a party that prevails in one lawsuit on one ground from 

repudiating that same ground in another lawsuit.”  Jarrard v. CDI Telecomms., Inc., 408 F.3d 

905, 914 (7th Cir. 2005); New Hampshire v. Maine, 532 U.S. 742, 750 (2001) (quotation marks 

omitted) (doctrine “prohibit[s] parties from deliberately changing positions according to the 

exigencies of the moment”).  The key factors are “(1) whether the party’s later position was 

‘clearly inconsistent’ with its earlier position; (2) whether the party against whom estoppel is 

asserted in a later proceeding has succeeded in persuading the court in the earlier proceeding; 
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and (3) whether the party ‘seeking to assert an inconsistent position would derive an unfair 

advantage or impose an unfair detriment on the opposing party if not estopped.’”  In re Airadigm 

Commc’ns, Inc., 616 F.3d 642, 661 (7th Cir. 2010) (quoting Maine, 532 U.S. at 750-51). 

EDC’s conduct amply warrants the application of judicial estoppel.  As discussed above, 

upon remand from the Seventh Circuit Wells Fargo filed an amended complaint that attempted to 

join Saybrook.  Although Wells Fargo believed that Saybrook’s joinder was proper, EDC 

strenuously argued otherwise.  Specifically, EDC asserted the following positions in its opening 

brief in support of its motion to dismiss for lack of jurisdiction (Wells Fargo Action, ECF No. 

102 (emphasis added)): 

 “Wells Fargo is the only proper plaintiff before the Court.”  (Id. at 39.) 
 

 “Wells Fargo may not simply add the names of non-diverse plaintiffs to the 
caption of its Revised Complaint.  The Federal Rules of Civil Procedure are clear:  
a party must ask for leave of the court to amend pleadings to add parties . . . .”  
(Id. at 39-40 (citing Ed Miniat, Inc. v. Globe Life Ins. Grp., Inc., 805 F.2d 732, 
736-37 (7th Cir. 1986)).) 
 

 “Wells [Fargo] did not ask—and this Court did not authorize it—to add new 
parties to the Complaint.  Without leave of court, its attempted additions have no 
effect, and the only Plaintiff before the Court is Wells Fargo.”  (Id. at 41.) 
 

 “Wells Fargo is a citizen of South Dakota.  [EDC] is a citizen of Wisconsin.  The 
two parties to this case are, unquestionably, diverse.”  (Id. at 43.) 

 
Similarly, in its response brief on subject-matter jurisdiction, standing, and sovereign immunity 

(Wells Fargo Action, ECF No. 117 (emphasis added)), EDC stated as follows: 

 “Wells Fargo has not properly added any party to this case.” (Id. at 1.) 
 

 “The parties to this case are [EDC] and Wells Fargo.  Thus, the Court need not be 
sidetracked by Wells Fargo’s subject-matter jurisdiction arguments and should 
proceed with this case and decide whether a valid waiver of sovereign immunity 
exists.”  (Id. at 1-2.) 
 

 “This case as currently postured has only Wells Fargo on one side of the ‘v.’ and 
only [EDC] on the other.”  (Id. at 3.) 
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 “There was nothing appropriate about Wells Fargo’s unilateral addition of the 
collective ‘Saybrook’ to the caption of this case.”  (Id. at 17.) 
 

EDC prevailed on these arguments:  Judge Randa rejected Saybrook’s attempt at joinder, 

struck Wells Fargo’s First Amended Complaint, and ordered Wells Fargo to file a complaint in 

its name only.  (Show Cause Order at 3-4.)  Having forced Saybrook to file a separate lawsuit, 

EDC now seeks fees and costs from Saybrook based on a disingenuous reversal of its position. 

In sum, EDC’s arguments fit squarely within the Seventh Circuit’s framework for the 

application of judicial estoppel.  EDC has (1) advanced a position in this litigation that is (2) 

clearly inconsistent with a position it took and prevailed upon in in prior litigation, and (3) EDC 

now seeks to impose costs on Saybrook by reversing its stance on the very same issue.  EDC 

should not be permitted to “play[] ‘fast and loose’ with the courts” in this fashion.  In re 

Airadigm, 616 F.3d at 661. 

B. Even If Saybrook Had Been A Plaintiff In The Wells Fargo Action, EDC 
Would Not Be Entitled To Recover Any Fees or Costs Under Rule 41(d). 

Even if Rule 41(d) applied here, EDC would not be entitled to recover any fees or costs 

in connection with the Wells Fargo Action.  This is so for three reasons.  First, Rule 41(d) 

provides for the recovery only of “costs,” not attorney or expert fees.  Second, attorney’s fees are 

not warranted under the Court’s inherent authority because EDC’s arguments regarding bad faith 

are groundless and have already been rejected by Judge Randa.  Third, EDC is not entitled to 

recover any costs because all of its work in the Wells Fargo Action will continue to be useful as 

this case proceeds. 

1. Attorney’s fees and expert witness fees are not recoverable 
under Rule 41(d). 

 In addition to costs, EDC seeks to recover “attorney and expert witness fees” under Rule 

41(d).  (EDC Mem. at 16.)  EDC is not entitled to this relief.  By its terms Rule 41(d) provides 

only for the payment of the “costs” of a previous action.  Fed. R. Civ. P. 41(d)(1).  The term 
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“costs” is defined by statute and does not include attorney’s fees or compensation for non-court-

appointed experts.  See 28 U.S.C. § 1920 (enumeration of taxable costs).  Thus, even if EDC 

were entitled to an award of costs—and it is not—EDC would not be entitled to recover its 

attorney or expert fees.  Esposito v. Piatrowski, 223 F.3d 497, 501 (7th Cir. 2000) (noting that 

“Rule 41(d) does not refer to costs any differently than does 28 U.S.C. § 1920, which provides 

the statutory specification of allowable costs”); Rogers v. Wal-Mart Stores, Inc., 230 F.3d 868, 

874-75 (6th Cir. 2000) (limiting scope of Rule 41(d) costs by reference to 28 U.S.C. § 1920 and 

holding that “attorney fees are not available under Rule 41(d)”); Document Generation Corp. v. 

AllMeds, Inc., No. 07-841-GPM, 2009 WL 2849076, at *4 (S.D. Ill. Sept. 1, 2009) (awarding 

Rule 41(d) costs in accordance with 28 U.S.C. § 1920). 

Further, the Seventh Circuit has held that “a party may recover reasonable attorneys’ fees 

as part of its ‘costs’ under Rule 41(d) only where the underlying statute defines costs to include 

attorneys’ fees.”  Esposito, 223 F.3d at 501 (emphasis added).  The claims asserted by Wells 

Fargo in the Wells Fargo Action arose wholly under state law (see generally Wells Fargo 

Action, ECF Nos. 1, 88).  EDC has failed to identify any statute that would support a fee award. 

2. Judge Randa Has Already Rejected EDC’s Bad-Faith 
Arguments and the Record Roundly Refutes Them. 

Conceding that attorney’s fees are not generally recoverable under Rule 41(d), EDC 

instead argues that a fee award is justified because Saybrook “acted in bad faith.”  (EDC Mem. at 

16.)  Although courts have “inherent authority to order a party acting in bad faith to pay for the 

attorneys’ fees of its adversary,” Esposito, 223 F.3d at 500 n.5, such a sanction is unwarranted 

here for several reasons. 

First, EDC is collaterally estopped on this point.  EDC’s bad-faith argument is based 

entirely on the steps that Wells Fargo and Saybrook took in response to the Seventh Circuit’s 

ruling and Wells Fargo’s decision to voluntarily dismiss the Wells Fargo Action.  (EDC Mem. at 
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16-17.)  That is the precise territory covered by EDC’s motion for sanctions in front of Judge 

Randa.  (See, e.g., Wells Fargo Action, ECF No. 125 at 1 (accusing Wells Fargo and Saybrook 

of “all but admitt[ing] this case was frivolous, without merit, and brought for an improper 

purpose since its inception.”).)  In denying that motion, Judge Randa’s Sanctions Denial Order 

necessarily rejected a finding of bad faith:  it disallowed EDC’s request for fees and costs and 

concluded that, “[a]t minimum,” Wells Fargo and Saybrook’s effort to amend the pleadings “was 

not sanctionable conduct.”  (Ex. A at 2-3.) 

EDC was unquestionably a party in the Wells Fargo Action and should not be permitted 

another bite at the bad-faith apple for the same alleged misconduct.  Montana v. United States, 

440 U.S. 147, 153 (1979) (“Under collateral estoppel, once an issue is actually and necessarily 

determined by a court of competent jurisdiction, that determination is conclusive in subsequent 

suits based on a different cause of action involving a party to the prior litigation.”).  And unlike 

Rule 41(d), collateral estoppel does not depend on Saybrook having been a party in the Wells 

Fargo Action.  Parklane Hosiery Co., Inc. v. Shore, 439 U.S. 322, 331 (1979). 

Second, and equally importantly, the procedural history of this case further confirms 

Judge Randa’s necessary conclusion that Wells Fargo and Saybrook did not act in bad faith.  As 

explained above, the Show Cause Order struck the First Amended Complaint and ordered that 

Wells Fargo file “a pleading brought by Wells Fargo (only) and against [EDC] (only).”  (Show 

Cause Order at 3-4.)  Given the invalidity of the Trust Indenture and Judge Randa’s ruling that a 

suit on the Bonds would have to be maintained without Saybrook—the real party in interest—

Wells Fargo understood that any solo-plaintiff complaint would seriously risk failure to comply 

with Rule 17(a)(1).  Accordingly, it voluntarily dismissed its claims under Rule 41(a)(1)(A)(i).  

Saybrook then filed its own complaint against EDC.  Given the Show Cause Order, Saybrook 

had no other option. 
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EDC nevertheless frames Wells Fargo’s voluntary dismissal as an act of “jurisdictional 

gamesmanship” aimed at avoiding a decision on the merits by Judge Randa.  (EDC Mem. at 13.)  

This accusation is entirely refuted by the record.  In responding to the Show Cause Order, Wells 

Fargo informed Judge Randa of its action:  “[B]y separate action filed today, the real parties in 

interest [Saybrook] have brought suit in federal court, in their name only, for legal and equitable 

relief in connection with the bond transaction; the case presumably will be referred to this 

Court.”  (See Wells Fargo Action, ECF No. 122 at 24.)  Saybrook also listed the Wells Fargo 

Action as a potentially related case on its civil cover sheet in this lawsuit.  (See Dkt. # 1-20.)  

Further, in a subsequent letter, Saybrook informed the Court that “[t]he clerk of court appears to 

have determined” that the two actions are not related and simply requested “that proper 

administrative procedures be followed” in this regard.  (Dkt. # 14 at 1-2 (Apr. 24, 2012 Letter to 

Judge Conley).)  In short, Saybrook’s response to Judge Randa’s Show Cause Order cannot 

reasonably be construed as an effort to avoid the Court’s jurisdiction.  To the contrary, Saybrook 

acted expeditiously to facilitate a decision on the merits of its claims for the $50 million that it 

lent to EDC in good faith and with solemn assurances of timely repayment. 

EDC further suggests—as it also did before Judge Randa—that Wells Fargo and 

Saybrook acted in bad faith when they filed suit against EDC in state court.  (EDC Mem. at 16-

17; see Saybrook Tax Exempt Investors, LLC et al. v. Lac Du Flambeau Band of Lake Superior 

Chippewa Indians et al., 12-cv-187 (Cir. Ct. Waukesha Cnty. filed Jan. 16, 2012).)  This 

argument was meritless when EDC first made it during the Wells Fargo Action (see Wells Fargo 

Action, ECF No. 102 at 46), and it has not improved with age.  Wells Fargo and Saybrook filed 

the state-court action to toll the statute of limitations as to defendants other than EDC.  And as 

EDC has known for months, Saybrook agreed to requests by all defendants—including EDC—to 

stay those proceedings pending this Court’s decision on subject matter jurisdiction.  (See Dkt. # 
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34-1 (May 3, 2012 Order staying state-court proceedings). 

EDC’s repeated suggestion that Saybrook has required EDC to litigate this dispute on 

multiple fronts is false and misleading. 

3. EDC cannot recover costs for work that will benefit it as this 
case proceeds to the merits. 

EDC concedes that even if it is entitled to an award of “costs” in connection with the 

Wells Fargo Action, it can recover costs only for work “that will not be useful in the newly-filed 

action.”  (EDC Mem. at 13 (quoting Siepel v. Bank of Am., N.A., 239 F.R.D. 558, 563 (E.D. Mo. 

2006)); see also Esquivel v. Arau, 913 F. Supp. 1382, 1388 (C.D. Cal. 1996) (in applying Rule 

41(d), courts “should not impose any costs associated work that will still be useful to defendants 

in the instant litigation”).  This concession also defeats EDC’s motion, given that all of EDC’s 

work in the Wells Fargo Action will be useful as this case proceeds. 

The usefulness of EDC’s work prior to the Seventh Circuit’s remand is self-evident:  

EDC’s efforts led to a favorable judgment on a key issue.  There can be no dispute that EDC 

benefitted from the full and final litigation of the legal status of the Trust Indenture.  The parties’ 

dispute on that issue began on December 21, 2009 with the filing of the Wells Fargo Action 

(Wells Fargo Action, ECF No. 1) and concluded with the Seventh Circuit’s decision on 

September 6, 2011.  Wells Fargo, 658 F.3d 684.  No party has challenged the finality of that 

decision. 

Likewise, EDC’s post-remand work in the Wells Fargo Action involved jurisdictional 

issues that have not yet been decided—namely, subject-matter jurisdiction and sovereign 

immunity.  On these core topics, this case has picked up right where the Wells Fargo Action left 

off.  Subject-matter jurisdiction has been fully briefed (see Dkt. ## 32, 34, 39, 40, 41, 42), and 

the validity of the waivers of sovereign immunity will again be addressed once subject-matter 

jurisdiction has been decided.  In short, EDC’s prior work on these topics is still useful and will 
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allow EDC to raise additional defenses to Saybrook’s claims. 

III. CONCLUSION 

The present motion constitutes EDC’s latest attempt to misrepresent the history of this 

dispute in an effort to seek a sanctions award and divert attention from its repudiation of the $50 

million it took from Saybrook’s investors.  Its previous efforts to obtain an award of sanctions 

have been decisively rejected.  This motion should be resolved in similar fashion.  EDC has not 

shown that Saybrook acted in bad faith, and its arguments under Rule 41(d) fly in the face of 

positions it took (and prevailed upon) before Judge Randa.  Saybrook respectfully requests that 

the Court deny EDC’s motion so that the parties’ dispute may proceed to the merits. 
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